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yazilimini gidiyoruz.In the past few days I’ve been thinking a lot about art and life. I’ve been thinking about the value of

creativity and creativity itself, as well as about art and the artist as a human being. Some things I’ve noticed in myself: When a
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new idea or concept comes to me, it almost always comes as a surprise. The same with when I succeed in an area I’ve previously
thought was elusive. To me, those events are like scenes from a movie. You just know they will occur, but in which exact way
it’s hard to say. I think this is also true for many other people, so this seems like a common experience. My feeling is that what
is creative in me is common to people. When I look around, it seems to me that the most creative people are usually those who

come into contact with the world in a creative manner. Artists, musicians and writers. People who teach and give others
knowledge in their specific fields. Even mathematicians. And software developers. The people who seem to be most creative are
usually the ones who are willing to take risks, meet up with the unknown, and do something new and different. But maybe that’s
just my view and not the general consensus. Recently I was walking through an art shop and saw a print of a painting I’d never

seen before, and I decided to get it. When I looked at it closer, I realized that the image is from a series of paintings called
Leiruma, by Japanese artist Iwaya. I’ve read some of the text associated with the series, but I’ve never seen the whole series, so I

decided to buy it. The artwork itself is really beautiful and I’ve started to read more about Iwaya. 82157476af
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